Shared Content Leadership Group

Meeting Minutes, May 10, 2019

Present: Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), John Renaud (I), Notes, Alison Scott (LA--chair), Jim Dooley (M), Tiffany Moxham (R), Martha Hruska (SD), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Ivy Anderson (CDL), Becky Imamoto (LAUC)

Absent: Sarah McClung (SF)

Guest: STAR Team

Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review

- Minutes of the April 26, 2019, meeting were reviewed and approved.
- Eunice Schroeder (SB), is retiring: she was thanked for her service to SCLG, although we look forward to her return to duty on recall in August. In the interim, Chizu Morihara will participate.
- Meeting dates, times, and duration were confirmed for FY 2019-2020.

Research Citation Databases Assessment Task Force

- Task Force chair, Bob Heyer-Grey, provided an extensive update on the task force’s progress; their report is expected in later in the summer. SCLG will be the primary audience for this document, but SCLG will consider if a summary report (or any subsidiary) documents should be allowed broader circulation.

STAR Team

- STAR Team reviewed elements of their work plan for meeting goals set by the team’s charge, including
  - clarification of in-scope and out-of-scope items and activities
  - the structure of re-reviews of resources
  - development of a knowledgebase for tracking initiatives that are available for investment
  - preparing digests of information for SCLG derived from the team’s monitoring of transformative trends and tools
  - building a plan for outreach and communication within UC and externally
- Team’s report was accepted and endorsed with unanimous consent.

eBook Strategies Team

- Discussion of Team’s report about and recommendations for the JST DDA project continued.
- SCLG accepted and approved the Team’s recommendation for financial support of the project, with the caveat that we continue to need to be sensitive to issues of cost management.

Elsevier

- Status of negotiations was discussed.
CDL Licensing Updates

CDL Open Position:
- **Shared Content Service Coordinator** [https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61389](https://jobs.ucop.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=61389). We welcome your nominations and self-nominations. Please contact Mihoko Hosoi with any questions.

CDL Acquisitions (Reminder) – CDL Acquisitions implemented FreshDesk to track customer inquiries and CDL Acquisitions’ responses. Please use cdlacq@cdlib.org to contact CDL Acquisitions, instead of individual email addresses.

LICENSES / OA Agreements
- **ACM** – Discussions continue about the tiered band payment structure based on publication output, to secure OA publishing for our authors. CDL consults with other library stakeholders (at MIT, CMU, Iowa State, Minnesota) about the model this week, and all stakeholders will meet with ACM again to determine steps to move forward.
- **Cambridge University Press (CUP) Journals** – Planning for implementation of the CUP transformative OA agreement is underway. The Offsetting Task Force will provide a general implementation plan and an author outreach plan to CoUL for discussion at their meeting on May 17. Task Force members will meet with CUP and the Copyright Clearance Center on May 15 to discuss author workflows, both for the initial 2019 rollout period and for the desired workflow to be implemented starting in 2020. CDL staff will be working on the license for this agreement during the next few weeks. Background: CUP and CDL agreed to an Open Access offsetting pilot, and signed an a memorandum of understanding (MOU) on April 10, 2019: [https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/2019/04/cambridge-uc/](https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/2019/04/cambridge-uc/). We are planning a “soft” rollout in 2019, by which authors are able to make their articles OA at no cost. In 2020, we will implement our workflow for the multi-payer approach.
- **Elsevier Health Science ebooks 2019** (No change) – CDL sent the draft ScienceDirect agreement to Elsevier on 4/22 (Mon) and is waiting for the publisher’s reply.
- **Elsevier Journals** (No Change) -- Please see the OSC website for the status of the journal negotiation (updated 4/25/2019, with a revised title "Open Statement: Why UC terminated journal negotiations with Elsevier"): [https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open-access-at-uc/publisher-negotiations/uc-and-elsevier/](https://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/open-access-at-uc/publisher-negotiations/uc-and-elsevier/).
- **Gale Digital Scholar Lab** – Free trial is effective through 6/3/2019.
- **LexisNexis API Options for TDM (Two Options: REST or bulk)** – CDL has been negotiating with LexisNexis on a TDM Agreement.
- **Nexis Uni** – SCLG approved a 3-yr renewal, with annual increase/change caps. Access was officially expanded to include LBNL and UCOP with no additional cost. CDL is working on the agreement.
- **OCLC** – OCLC agreed to pricing for 3-year subscription with annual increase caps.
- **Social Explorer** – The Social Explorer resource is moving to being self-managed after having had Oxford as their subscription vendor. CDL Acquisitions is requesting a quote from Social Explorer, and an updated proposal will be sent to SCLG as needed.
- **Wiley** (No Change) -- CDL is in the process of scheduling a call with them in May to reconnect on offsetting possibilities.

Completed Launches / Transitions / Renegotiations / Cancellations
- **NexisUni** – The NexisUni platform had an interface update with some significant changes to search features. More information [https://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/05/01/nexis-uni-upgrade-begins-today-may-1-2019/](https://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2019/05/01/nexis-uni-upgrade-begins-today-may-1-2019/)
• PhilPapers – The OA resource PhilPapers has been subscribed for the UC system. More information [https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/05/09/new-oa-resource-philpapers-philosophical-research-online/](https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/05/09/new-oa-resource-philpapers-philosophical-research-online/)

• RAND California – Effective May 1, the CDL license for RAND California has been cancelled per the results of the Tier 1 Database Cancellation project. More information [https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/05/09/rand-california-cancelled-as-of-may-1st/](https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/05/09/rand-california-cancelled-as-of-may-1st/)

• Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū (JapanKnowledge) – Takita Choin kyūzō kindai sakka genkōshū has been licensed systemwide on the JapanKnowledge platform. [https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/04/30/new-resource-takita-choin-kyuzo-kindai-sakka-genkoshu/](https://www.cdlib.org/cdlibinfo/2019/04/30/new-resource-takita-choin-kyuzo-kindai-sakka-genkoshu/)

In-Process Launches, Platform Transitions and Updates

• Cambridge Journals Digital Archive 2019-2021 (CUP) – CDL is handling launch activities for this collection. Article forthcoming.

• Diversity & Dissent and Hate in America (Reveal Digital) – All UC members are now considered Sustaining Members of these collections. CDL is handling launch activities for these resources. Article forthcoming.

• JSTOR Forum (JSTOR) – A successor to the Shared Shelf (ArtSTOR) product, CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.

• Maruzen Ebook DDA (Maruzen) – A Japanese Ebook DDA with the publisher Maruzen has been negotiated by UCB on behalf of the UC system. CDL is handling launch activities for this resource. Article forthcoming.

• MLA International Bibliography – MLA Bibliography is moving to Ebsco for hosting and distribution. Overlap access will be available shortly and CDL will handle transition activities. Article forthcoming.

• Naxos (Naxos) – Naxos will be updating their platform in late May. CDL will handle transition activities. Article forthcoming.

• Sabin Americana (Gale) and Archives of Sexuality and Gender 1-3 (Gale) – CDL is handling launch activities for these resources. Article forthcoming.

• Superstar Journals Database – The Superstar Journals Database has been licensed as a Tier 2 on behalf of seven campuses by Berkeley. CDL is handling launch activities for these resources. Article forthcoming.

Upcoming Platform Transitions

• ACM Digital Library (ACM) – ACM will be updating their platform in June 2019. CDL will handle transition activities.


• Multiple Alexander Street Press video and multimedia resources (Alexander Street Press) – Video only content (CDL licenses 60 Minutes and Theatre in Video) will be moving to a new platform. This platform will also host video content from other multimedia databases. CDL will handle transition activities.
• **Contemporary Women’s Issues (Gale)** – CWI will be transitioning to a new Gale platform this summer. CDL will handle transition activities.

• **ProQuest Congressional (ProQuest)** – ProQuest Congressional will be upgrading their interface later this summer. CDL will handle transition activities as needed. More information https://support.proquest.com/article(detail?id=kA11W000000XbVrSAK

The **Licensing status (request CDL password)** page has been updated.